Horizon Series

HzUT & HzUT250

**FEATURE AND CONFIGURATION NOTES:**

A. HzUT & HzUT250 Minimum configuration widths: LCR 36.00", LR 28.00", C 30.00".

B. Horizon speakers wider than 48.00" (LCR) and 40.00" (LR) include 2 woofers for L/R channels.

C. Ultra-Thin Match Mount Bracket (HzMMB-UT) attaches speaker to the wall with depth adjustment.

D. Under Mount Bracket (HzUMB / HzUMB-OS) attaches speaker directly to TV for articulating TV mounts.

E. Flush Mount Bracket (FLSH) mounts to HzUMB Attachment Rail 1/4" off of the wall.
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